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		This book explores the idea of socialism from three angles and raises the questions if socialism is possible, inevitable, and desirable. Socialism as an economic and societal system was possible based on the two most important pillars of Marxian political economy: State ownership in the means of production and mandatory central planning (command economy). Nevertheless, these two characteristics are compatible only with dictatorship. On this basis, socialism is neither inevitable nor desirable, because it excludes competition, freedom, democracy, and the rule of law.
	


	
		The three questions are analyzed through the academic work of five towering figures: Joseph A. Schumpeter, Karl Polanyi, Friedrich A. Hayek, Karl Popper, and Hannah Arendt. The theoretical findings and inferences resulting from this analysis are compared with the reality of socialism as it existed rather than an imaginary uncontroversial blueprint of socialism.
	


	
		The book discusses the evolution of Soviet communism and its attempts with market reforms to solve its inherent contradictions. It concludes that totalitarian regimes tend to fail in reforms because market freedom is inconsistent with totalitarian control. The author makes a strong case against dictatorship, also in the context of the spreading of nationalist populism around the globe. This book is a must-read for everybody interested in a better understanding of the ideas of socialism, totalitarianism, and populism.
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Applications of Soft Computing: From Theory to Praxis (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009

	The World Soft Computing (WSC) conference is an annual international
	online conference on applied and theoretical soft computing technology. This
	WSC 2008 is the thirteenth conference in this series and it has been a great
	success.


	We received a lot of excellent paper submissions which were peer-reviewed
	by an international...
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React: Up & Running: Building Web ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2016

	Hit the ground running with React, the open-source technology from Facebook for building rich web applications fast. With this practical guide, Facebook web developer Stoyan Stefanov teaches you how to build components--React's basic building blocks--and organize them into maintainable, large-scale apps. If you're familiar with...
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Modern Database Management (10th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010


	This text is designed to be used with an introductory course in database management.

	Such a course is usually required as part of an information systems curriculum in

	business schools, computer technology programs, and applied computer science

	departments. The Association for Information Systems (AIS), the Association for...
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Data Quality for Decision Makers: A dialog between a board member and a DQ expertSpringer, 2013

	Currently many companies are confronted with the decision how to deal with the new data quality requirements of the regulatory authorities. Future data quality statements for enterprise key figures and their origins are being demanded. Applying methods of a data quality management system can produce these statements best. Guilherme Morbey...
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Synchronization of Digital Telecommunications NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Network synchronization deals with the distribution of time and frequency across a network of clocks often spread over a wide geographical area. The goal is to align (i.e. synchronize) the time and frequency scales of all clocks, by using the communication capacity of their interconnecting links.


	Network synchronization plays a...
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In Silico: 3D Animation and Simulation of Cell Biology with Maya and MEL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
In Silico introduces Maya programming into one of the most fascinating application areas of 3D graphics: biological visualization. In five building-block tutorials, this book prepares animators to work with visualization problems in cell biology. The book assumes no deep knowledge of cell biology nor 3D graphics programming. An...
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